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Summary
Operators are facing today an enormous pressure coming from the “Internet Industry”, commonly
called OTT providers. OTT players are usually agile, able to launch new services faster and cheaper
than traditional operators, providing higher levels of customer experience with less resourc es. To
cope wit h these challenges, operators need to do much more with much less. To address this,
operators are adopting the cloud paradigm, separating the services logic (software) from the
infrastructural resources, moving away from the traditional soft ware/hardware appliance model. In this
context, NFV arises as the standard to virt ualize network functions, while S DN technologies
come along NFV in order to improve the network flexibility and configurability. Toget her they a re
leveraging a significant mutation in traditional network and servic e structure.
Altice Labs, as a telecom soft ware/hardware vendor, is currently working hard in order to introduce
the S DN/NFV conc epts into its portfolio of products, by collaborating wit h operators and relevant
vendors to reach the best architectures and s olutions. This whitepaper describes Altice Labs’ vision
for an NFV/SDN-enabled Service P rovider, focusing on the architectural impact and challenges that
are still to be undertaken to fulfill this paradigm. Furthermore, it also provides an insight on Altice
Labs’ port folio evolution strategy towards NFV/SDN -enablement, as well as concrete us e-cases that
are being deployed in the Altice Labs NFV/SDN R& D Lab.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Computing represents a new computing paradigm in which IT functionalities are provided as-aService from large data centers [1]. Technically, the Cloud is a virtualized computing environment,
intrinsically providing fault-tolerance and high-availability features, as well as fully automat ed ondemand service delivery and dynamic scalability. The advent of a computing paradigm wit h these
characteristics fosters pay-per-us e bas ed business models, in which the end-user consumes services
as a utility, that is, paying only what he has actually consumed. Although this service delivery model is
very attractive for the end-user, it places significant technical challenges on the service provider side
since the latter has to accurately measure the exact amount of service that has been used in a certain
period of time, and at the same time assure the infr astructural resources required to provide the
contracted service grade.
Generally, there are three commonly recogniz ed service models for delivering IT functions following
the Cloud Computing paradigm: IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and
SaaS (Software as a Service). Prominent service providers, such as Microsoft, Google, SAP, Amazon
and Rackspace, to name a few, are already successfully exploiting this computing paradigm, in both
the residential and on the enterpris e market segments. To achieve this maturity-level, besides
virtualizing their IT functions in the first place, the above mentioned service providers had to migrate
to advanced service lifecycle management solutions to fully achieve the cloud basic feat ures – e.g.
on-demand service provisioning and scalability, as well as pay -per-use charging models.
The urge to increase significantly the operational efficiency in service delivery and the agility to create
new services lead the traditional communication service providers t o begin the adoption of the Cloud
Computing paradigm as a foundation to its service infrastructure.
The first steps were the construction of new generation data centers, based on cloud computing
enabling technology / platforms, mainly as a new infrastructure for its management support systems
and also as a infrastructure for new IT Servic es Business Lines. In this movement, aside from the
inherent increase in operational efficiency, the major achievement was the significant increase in
relevant knowl edge in the Cloud Computing technologies.
In subsequent steps the communications industry start ed to consider cloud computing technologies
as means to evolve its traditional service architecture. In this context , standardization bodies like ETS I
and ONF started to define new network and service architectures, using cloud computing to promote
the evolution from traditional networks (built over traditional network appliances providing net work
functions over dedic ated specialized hardware), to new generation n etworks where the trend is to
decouple network functions (soft ware) from the supporting infrastructure and to deploy those
functions in the data center. It’s the rise of NFV – Net work Functions Virtualization and of SDN –
Software Defined Networks.
Through this movement service providers aim to dramatically increase operational efficiency,
overcoming the huge CAPE X and OPE X costs imposed by net work appliances, and mainly to
dramatically increase agility in new services launching, aiming to compete and interoperate with OTT
players in a better position.
This movement is in its beginning, network solution providers do not have mature NFV/SDN value
propositions, communication service providers are conducting “proof–of-concept” initiatives in order to
evaluate NFV/SDN technology maturity and gain insight to define its own NFV/SDN strategy.
Altice Labs, as the Altice R& D division, has been participating in several int ernational R& D projects in
the NVF/SDN domains, as well conducting internal exploration projects, aiming to create the
necessary knowledge muscle and insight to define Altice strategy to integrate NFV/SDN in its net work
evolution roadmap and allowing an evolution towards an NFV/S DN Enabled Service Provider. In the
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following chapters, we intend to describe the evolution vision created so far and how that vision is
influencing the roadmap and positioning of our product portfolio.
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2. Vision on NFV/SDN Evolution
In the last dec ade we witnessed the widespread use of technologies that enable virt ualization of
computing resources and the proliferation of commercial proposals by the major providers for creating
highly flexible virtualized servers on raw computing power. This advance materialized from a
paradigm in which a physical computing platform was dedicat ed to a single application t o a paradigm
where multiple virtual s ervers are built on a single physical computing plat form. This paradigm shift
increases the computational resources efficiency by enabling t he share of raw computational capacity
between multiple virtual machines, hence deriving evident gains in the infrastructure setup for new
systems, as well as on the operation and maintenance of the infrastructure.
Nevertheless, allowing the infrastructure resources sharing is only the first step to take full advantage
of the Cloud paradigm. The virtualized infrastructure model by itself does not provide the means to
dynamically adjust the computing resources allocated to a specific virtual machine according to the
capacity actually required by users of the system. Contrariwise, as before, regardless of whet her we
are talking about physical or virtual infrastructure, this is sized for peak capacity expected for the
system in question, which is often hit once or t wice a year. This is perhaps the biggest contributor for
the operating costs of communication operators.
The evolution to a new level, in which it is common practice the dynamic adaptation of computational
resources to the effective use of t he system, together with t he implementation of monetization models
of software functions according to their actual usage, will allow significant gains for bot h suppliers and
customers. Although this service delivery model is very attractive for the end-user, it places significant
technical challenges on t he service provider side since the lat er has to accurately measure the exact
amount of service that has been used in a certain period of time.
Nowadays, prominent IT service providers, such as Microsoft, Google, SAP, Amazon and Rackspace,
to name a few, are already surfing the Cloud Computing wave with success in the personal and on
the enterprise market segments. To achieve this maturity -level, besides virtualizing their IT platforms
in the first place, the abovementioned IT service providers had to migrate to advanced lifecycle
management solutions to fully achieve the cloud basic feat ures – e.g. on-demand service provisioning
and scalability, as well as pay-per-use monetization models.
The Cloud Computing wave extends far bey ond the IT field, strongly impacting the
telecommunications area at a stage where these are highly pressured due to lower profit margins.
Telecom operators c an be proactive and surf this wave thereby t aking advantage of the intrinsic
advantages of the Cloud paradigm or, on t he c ontrary, adopt a reactive approach and be
overwhelmed by technological difficulties and inadequate business models.
Telco’s that are willing to survive in an increasingly competitive market, the only option left is precisely
to embrace the technological challenges posed by this new paradigm and adopt disruptive business
models. This approach will enable them to s urf the Cloud Computing wave, reduce operational and
investment costs and enhance their port folio wit h novel services. Furthermore, and more importantly,
it also enables the establishment of strategic partnerships with other service providers, for example,
and above all, the OTTs through the exposition of net work control capabilities, which to this day are
used exclusively in the operator's telecommunications services.
Following the path already adopted by IT suppliers, the e volution of telcos towards the Cloud
paradigm will materialize through significant impact in their IT domain, housed in their data center
infrastructure, as well as in the telecommunications network domain used to deliver services to their
customers. Figure 1 reflects the Altice Labs perspective on the telcos evolution to the Cloud
paradigm, reflecting the migration impact on the telco IT segment, as well as on the telco network
segment.
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Figure 1 : Evolution Path Towards a Telco Cloud Operator

The present ed evolutionary path is split into three phases, as described in the following sections.

2.1.

Phase 1: Virtualized IT & Network Functions

During the first phase, called Virtualized IT & Net work Functions, there is a clear separate evolution of
both telco segments (IT and Network), trying to optimize the use of the infrastructure resources. At
this stage the synergies between the two movements is reduced.
Due to the massification of Cloud technology in the IT Industry and also due to the demanding nonfunctional requirements associated with the telco net work, in the telecommunications industry the
evolution to the Cloud paradigm has first happened in the IT segment. It should be noted that not all
telcos are at the same evolution stage, but in general, the migration movement to the Cloud happens
first in the IT field.
Taking advantage of the virtualization platforms maturity, telcos started deploying their IT platforms
(e.g. OSSs, BSSs, IT services, etc.) in common hypervisors – IT Platforms on Virtualized COTS
stage. Therefore it was possible to instantiat e multiple IT plat forms on the same physical server,
taking advantage of all their computing pow er, thus reducing investment costs (CAPE X). At this
phase, t he management procedures for virt ualizing the IT platforms (e.g. on-boarding, provisioning,
monitoring, etc.) are completely manual.
In addition to t he migration of t heir IT plat forms for virtual infrastructures, telcos also started providing
IT services to the enterprise market segment, such as virtual storage (S aaS), as well as development
platforms (PaaS) and virtual servers (IaaS). This was an important strategic movement because it
represented the beginning of the telcos involvement in a new business area, commonly occupied by
traditional IT vendors.
From the network domain perspective, the evolution to the Cloud was driven by the predecessor
movement in the IT domain. Despite the similarities, it should be highlighted the first stage on the
network side, called Net work Functions in Dedicated Hardware, in which the net work functions
acquired by telcos are instantiated in dedicated hardware, bringing enormous costs for operators.
Thus, the first move in this area was the deployment of network functions in COTS, called Net work
Functions on COTS, and thereafter the migration t o virtualized infrastructure, called Net work
Functions on Virt ualized COTS.
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In conclusion, despite the synergies between the IT and the telco network are minimal at this stage,
we can already envision the beginning of a converging trend between the two domains by migrating
IT and net work functions to data center based virt ualized infrastructure.

2.2.

Phase 2: Converged Automated Lifecycle
Management

In the second phase of the evolutionary process (Converged Automat ed Lifecycle Management),
there is a considerable convergence of network and IT domains. As in the previous phase, the IT
domain will be impacted first.
The first movement represented in Figure 1 – IT Platforms Automated Lifec ycle Management,
consists on the introduction of orchestration mechanisms to automate the lif ecycle management (e.g.
on-boarding, provision and supervision) of virtualized IT plat forms. This aut omation will streamline and
greatly accelerate the instantiation of these plat forms.
The same trend is found in the network domain, but in terms of timing, a bit later – Automated
Lifecycle Management Net work Functions, through the use of fully automated, orchestrator-based,
procedures for managing the network functions lifecycle. Although telco IT and net work are areas with
different requirements (mainly non-functional), the activities required to orchestrate IT and net work
virtualized functions lifecycle is similar. Thus, it is expected that the orchestration engines from IT and
network domains converge towards a single orchestration element.
The following t wo movements within this phase, namely P rogrammable DC Net work Management for
IT Platforms and Programmable DC Net work Management for Net work Functions , bring automated
and programmable mechanisms (AP Is) to manage the data cent er network in which the virt ualized IT
platforms or network functions are deployed, respectively. It is the rapid growth of the Cloud
phenomenon that exposes the limitations of t raditional net work technologies, especially (but not
exclusively) within the data center. The problem is mainly related to new requirements associated with
virtualization, involving dynamics, elasticity and mobility features.
Enhanced by the inclusion of programmatic mechanisms for t he data center network, the scaling
functionality is integrated at this stage. Adding scalability procedures, especially in the horizontal
perspective, in which virtual machines are dynamically added/removed, requires dynamic and agile
network reconfiguration. For this reason, adding scalability procedures should be done jointly wit h the
network programmability functionality.
From the OSSs point of view, the existing management mechanisms will have t o evolve for both
domains – IT and net work. More s pecifically, the t raditional OSS systems will have t o be able to
interoperate with the abovementioned orchestration platforms and delegate to t hem t he management
of virtualized IT/ network functions, or in alt ernative to integrate those orchestration functions assuming
directly the lifecycle management of virtual functions.
This phase represents a strong convergenc e between the telco IT and network segments by
automating, via technologically similar orchestrators, their lifecycle management procedures, such as
on-boarding, provision, assurance and scaling. Required to support full automat ed management is
network programmability, allowing the network to rapidly react to the changes in existing soft ware
platforms.
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2.3.

Phase 3: Integrated Network & IT
Management

The last phase, called Integrated Net work & IT Management, is the period during which, from the
management perspective, the telco net work and IT domains will fully converge.
At first, presented in Figure 1 as Programmable Telc o & DC Net work , in addition to the soft ware
defined programmability of the data center network, in the Telco network emerges the t rend to
separate the network control lay er from the data plane layer and the ability to programmatically control
(via APIs) the data layer network elements via centralized network control elements . This will simplify
the legacy network management procedures and at the same time introduce new degrees of flexibility
in the old plain legacy network.
In addition t o easing t he management procedures, separating the net work intelligence from the
infrastructure, and establishing open APIs, encourage innovation, in contrast to the proprietary and
monolithic network solutions, dominated by a number of limited manufacturers, who now dominate the
telco network.
From the orchestration plat forms (IT and virtual network) point of view, given their technological
similarities, they will evolve, in our view, for a common cross -domain orchestration plat form for both
the IT and virtualized network domains. In addition, we foresee that this cross-domain orc hestrator will
become part of the OSSs architecture, adding to the legacy Service & Resource Management
systems the capacity to integrate virtual IT and virtual network functions lifecycle management,
expanding its current footprint (Physical Net work functions, support ed by Legacy Net work Elements).
With respect to the virtualized infrastructure (Data Center P oint of Presence – DC PoP ) management,
it will continue to be provided by leading global players in this technical domain (e.g. OpenStack). The
OSSs will interact with the virtualized infrastructure management plat forms through well -known open
APIs.
Although we believe that the cross-domain orchestrators will be integrated into t he OSSs, it is
rd
essential that the later is prepared to deal with heterogeneous scenarios, in which 3 party
orchestrators will be made available jointly with the provided virt ual net work functions providers. The
evolution of OSS systems, namely Resource Domain Management systems, to be cross domain
(physical network functions, virt ual net work functions, IT functions) enabled, will boost the associated
operating earnings and significantly increase the speed up capacity for creation of composit e service
offers, i.e., offers based on services s upported by IT functions, virt ual net work functions and physical
network functions.
The future “Service Plat forms” for the Telco Industry will have this cross domai n DNA, and therefore
cross-domain OSSs will be mandat ory to ac hieve the levels of automation and normalization required
to be agile to launch composite services offers. This period, represented in Figure 1, is referred to as
Integrated Cross-domain Orchestration.
The last mile in this “evolution chain” is designated Evolved Services Exposition period. Taking
advantage of a vast network of DC P oPs scattered throughout the t elco geographical area, that will
come to life in the virt ualization journey, as well as of the IT and network services that will be
instantiated in those DC PoPs, the telcos will have all the tools to create the next generation service
platform, and thus create value for c ustomers through this new paradigm. Advanced net working
rd
services, nowadays used only for telcos internal consumption can be exposed to 3 parties, for
example OTTs, so that they can add value to their service offerings. This will allow t he exploitation of
new business opportunities based, for instanc e, on revenue-share models, thus transforming the
telcos into active business partners of the OTTs. However, new business opportunities do not bind
themselves only to partnerships wit h OTTs. On the contrary, leveraging the next generation service
11
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platform, telc os will be able to quickly creat e combined IT and net work services and therefore
compete, in well-defined strategic areas, with OTTs, providing differentiated customer-centric
services.
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3. NFV/SDN-Enabled Architecture
3.1.

ETSI NFV

The principle of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) aims to transform network architectures by
implementing net work functions in software that can run on industry standard hardware. Furthermore,
it intends to transform traditional network operations, as software can easily be moved to, or
instantiated in, various locations (e.g. data centers, network nodes, end-user premises) wit hout the
need to put in place new equipment. NFV can bring many benefits, from improving operational
efficiency and reducing power usage to shorter deployment/upgrade int ervals and near-optimal
network resource us age [2].

3.1.1.

ETSI NFV Reference Architecture Description

So far we have referred several individual network functions candidate for NFV and have not looked
from an int egration perspective of several Virtual Network Functions (VNFs ). In fact, many use cases
will require, not a single net work function, but a sequence of multiple net work functions – a common
example is a privat e network ingress point, where functions like NA T, firewall, DP I, load balancing,
among others, are typically applied in a given order [ 3]. In the context of NFV, it is imperative to be
able to define sequences of network functions that packets traverse. This process is commonly known
as service chaining. ETS I entitled V NF Forwarding Graphs (V NFFGs) as the ability to specify complex
structures, i.e. a chain, of network functions. Figure 2 illustrates a service chain, composed by several
VNFs.

Figure 2 : ETSI NFV Service Chains

Leading t he leverage of NFV is ETS I wit h the NFV IS G Group. This group has produced what is
considered t oday the reference arc hitecture of an NFV framework [4], depicted in Figure 3. It focuses
on the functionalities necessary for the virtualization and the consequent operation of an operator's
network, identifying the main functional blocks and the main reference points between those blocks .
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Figure 3 : ETSI NFV Reference Architecture

Analyzing Figure 3, the bottom left of the picture represents the NFV Infrastructure (NFV I), which
comprises all hardware and software components that support the environment in whic h V NFs are
deployed, managed and executed. This infrastructure provides the necessary virtualized resources to
the VNFs and can physically span several locations. Looking at Figure 4, it is possible to see a NFV I
that comprises: a centralized data center, PoPs and also the costumer site when it has embedded onsite infrastructure to support NFV. The network providing connectivity between these locations is
regarded to be part of the NFV I.

Figure 4 : Distributed NFV Infrastructure (NFVI)

On the middle left side of Figure 3 are the VNFs, which use the res ources provided by the NFVI. On
the right side are the Management and Orchestration (MANO) elements. The Virtual Infrastructure
Manager (VIM) is responsible for controlling/managing the NFVI resources (e.g. OpenStack). Note
14
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that multiple V IM instances may be deployed. A VNF Manager (VNFM) is responsible for the lifecycle
management of V NF instances (instantiation, configuration, update, scale up/down, termination , etc.).
Finally, the Orchestrat or (NFVO) is responsible for the orchestration and management of the
virtualized infrastructure and software resources, and realize net work services on the NFV I.
On the top left corner are the OSS/BSS of an Operator and on the right side are the i. Net work
Service, ii. VNF and iii. NFVI repositories.

3.2.

ONF SDN

Networks need to keep up wit h the agility and rapid evolution that we see in Cloud-based applications
today and this requires a fresh technological approach. Software Defined Net working (SDN) brings
new capabilities in terms of network automation and programmability that facilitates the integration
with the Cloud [5]. Making use of the SDN feedback loop, network control plane decisions can be
made not only based on traffic engineering rules but also in response to dy namic conditions (e.g.
network performance, application use trends, user behavior, congestion events, net work malfunction)
[6].
SDN is based on three fundamental ideas:




Decoupling of the control and data planes;
Abstraction of the net work infrastructure resources;
Programmability of the network via open APIs.

From the point of view of the cont rol plane, one of the potential benefits offered by the decoupling
from the data plane is the possibility to get a glob al perspective of the net work resources and make
decisions with much greater flexibility and speed compared to t raditional networks. This aspect
becomes es pecially (but not exclusively) important in the Cloud data center environment, where
creation, migration and disposal of virtual machines occur on a very frequent basis. In SDN the
network intelligenc e is logically cent ralized. However, this does not imply that the c ontrol of a net work
will rely on a single S DN c ontroller. Multiple c ontrollers can be cons idered depending on the scenario
(e.g. a small data center may rely on a single controller, whereas an operator network will most
certainly rely on multiple controllers). The way these controllers will int eract among each ot her is still a
subject under study.
Another advant age of S DN is a more granular end -to-end view of services with the ability to apply
comprehensive and wide ranging policies, thus enabling a better quality of service and experience
while improving efficiency.
Another important SDN characteristic is network resource abstraction. For the network manager, the
use of a standard interface between t he cont roller and the net work elements creates an abstraction
layer above t he network physical substrate. The independence from the specific characteristics of the
network infrastructure reduces vendor lock-in, allowing the cont rol of network elements from different
vendors transparently. The network manager only needs to worry about the supported AP I versions of
the network devices, whic h need to be consistent within the network infrastructure. It should als o be
noted that the abstraction layer favors t he creation of a programmable and automated net work
environment, which increases net work reliability and security.
The network elements present in the net work infrastructure are also impacted by S DN. Since t hese
elements no longer needed to support control plane functions, they can be replaced by simpler
elements, which only have t o perform transport functions. This brings some advantages from the
maintenance and ac quisition costs point of view while reducing the number of causes for failures.
Finally, easy and agile adaptation of the net work, following requirements raised by applications’
dynamics and business requirements, is another major advantage of SDN. Programmability is the key
15
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enabler here. Most importantly, open APIs guarantee independence from specific vendors or
proprietary solutions.

3.2.1.

ONF SDN Reference Architecture Description

The S DN architecture is divided in three layers, similar to the arc hitecture found in c omputers, also
divided in three layers, hardware, operating system and applications. Figure 5 shows the SDN three
layer arc hitecture.

Figure 5 : ONF SDN Reference Architecture

The bottom layer, which can be seen as corresponding to the hardware layer found in computers,
includes the software or hardware based network devices that perform the data forwarding functions.
The Control Layer represents the network operating system; the soft ware loc ated in this layer uses
the lower lay er resources to build L2 to L7 network services. This layer provides an important
abstraction of the network infrastructure for the upper layer, which frees the Application Layer from the
implementation details of the managed services. The upper layer is where net work services translate
their requirements into abstracted network resources for an optimal service delivery. This architecture
allows t he coexistence of different virt ual net work infrastructures, which can be optimized for delivery
of specific services; the virtual network infrastructure is realized inside the applications.
Communication between layers is accomplished with each layer using t he lower layer API. The
control layer plays a pivotal role in the archit ecture and defines two basic interfaces – Northbound
(with the Applic ation layer) and Southbound (with the Infrastructure layer). As to the former, a
standard API is still missing, but relevant initiatives in this area (e.g. ONF NB I-WG, OpenDay Light
Cons ortium) have been looking at this specific issue and the first results are ex pected soon. With
regard to t he s outhbound interface, OpenFlow is the only standard defined so far, although t here are
other alternatives. In SDN, OpenFlow is the first standard communications interface defined bet ween
the cont rol and forwarding layers of an S DN arc hitecture. OpenFlow is a protocol that specifies basic
primitives that can be used by an external so ftware application to program the forwarding plane of
network devices.

3.3.

Foreseen Architecture

Nowadays, OSSs are responsible for managing and orchestrating the physical network functions
lifecycle procedures. Therefore, since next generation network services will certainly be compos ed by
16
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virtual and physical functions, it is a quite natural evolution path to enhance the Next Generation
OSSs with the capacity to manage and orchestrate IT & network virtual functions. This will enable the
composition and orchestration of c ombined virtualized IT & network functions, as well the
orchestration of physical net work functions in a singular management platform.
Nevertheless, the challenges to orchestrate virtual functions is much more complex when compared
with physical functions. Virtual functions can be dynamically deployed / on -boarded, provisioned,
started, paused, stopped, whereas the management procedures over physical functions are much
more limited and static. The instantiation of a virtual network servi ce is expected to be a fully
automat ed procedure, without human intervention, while the instantiation of a physical service
sometimes requires the explicit intervention of human resources on the field.

3.3.1.

Cross-domain Telco Functions Orchestration

Figure 6 presents the foreseen telco architecture, focused on the cross -domain telco functions
orchestration, corresponding to the vision that was described in section 2. Starting from the bottom of
the figure, a set of functions is represented that can be part of the orchestration procedures –
Orchestrated Functions layer. Namely, there are Virt ual Network Functions (V NFs), from the core and
the access network segment, as well as IT virtual Functions (ITFs), distributed over multiple DC PoP
infrastructures. Traditional legacy Physical Network Functions (PNFs) deployed over non-virtualized
infrastructure are also included.
The second layer is the Functions Orchestration, which is responsible for the cross-domain
orchestration of all the available functions (V NFs, PNFs and ITFs), eit her they belong to t he access or
to the core network segments. Therefore this layer has an holistic view of all the functions and can
dynamically deploy, provision, scale, monitor and terminate services made of virtual and physical
supported functions, also known as service chains, according to the incoming requests from the
business management layer (not represented in the figure).
The vast majority of services related with the IT domain can be centralized in a small number of DCs.
Cont rariwise, services that involve the networking domain, due to their demanding requirements, such
as low latency and high throughput, can not be instantiated in a single cent ralized data center. For
example, centralizing in a single data center control plane functions that are delay -sensitive, suc h as
the Policy Management functions, can jeopardize the correct delivery of the service. Another example,
now in the data plane perspective, is the Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) function, which has to filter
and analyze data packets in real-time. The placement of these types of functions shall be thoroughly
planned by the telco, so that data packets do not have to traverse the entire net work towards a
centralized data center. Therefore, instead of having a single data center infrastructure, the virtualized
infrastructure of the fut ure will be composed by several small data centers, also known as Points of
Presence (PoP ), geographically distributed throughout t he telc o network – PoP-grid virtualized
infrastructure, that have to be dynamically interconnected according to the functions requirements.
Thus, it is of the upmost import ance t hat the cross-domain orchestrator is able to identify the most
appropriate location to position virtualized elements according to i) the characteristics of the service
(and constituent functions), ii) the S LA and iii) the available infrastructure resources in each P oP and
WAN segment that interconnects them.
Finally, the upper layer, called Servic es Exposition, depicts the next generation service platform that
will be in place to c ompos e and deliver c ombined s ervices to distinct market segments, such as,
rd
Enterprise and Personal Customers Segment and 3 Party service Providers.
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Figure 6 : Cross-domain Service Functions Orchestration

3.3.2.

Virtualized Infrastructure Management

With regard to the Virtualized Infrastructure Management (VIM), there are already a large number of
experienced players with advanced solutions in this area. Therefore, in our view, the management of
the virtualized infrastructure will be under the responsibility of these players. OSSs, as presented in
Figure 7, will “consume” virtualized infrastructure management services provided through well -defined
APIs. Furthermore, given the multiplicity of virt ualized net work functions (V NFs) that will be made
available, it is essential that the cross-domain orchestrator is able to abstract and interact with various
VIM providers.
The V IM int eracts directly with the DC P oP for c oLmputational resources provisioning, whereas the
DC PoP network resources configuration is made through the SDN Controller platform, as illustrated
in Figure 7. Therefore, from the OSSs perspective, the interaction with the S DN Controller might not
be required in virtualized scenarios. On t he other hand, for legacy net work functions, since there is no
middleware management platform, we foresee t hat the interface with the SDN Controller will be made
by the OSSs.
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Figure 7 : Virtualized Infrastructure Management

3.3.3.

Federated Telco Functions Orchestration

Although we argue that telcos will benefit in having a cent ralized cross-domain management for
physical and virt ual functions spread ac ross the access and the core network segments (crossrd
domain orchestrator), it is highly probable that multiple 3 party orchestrators will proliferate. For
example, V NF providers may position themselves as domain-specific orchestration platform providers
as well. To address such scenarios, the telco OSSs must be able to interact with heterogeneous
orchestrators, beyond its own orchestration environment.
Figure 8 illustrates this type of scenario, in which a federation of heterogeneous service functions
orchestrator providers is represented. In the context of a specific service, the c ross-domain OSSs will
be res ponsible to explicitly manage some physical and virtual functions and to delegate the
management of other functions t o external domain specific management systems (orchestration
platforms).
This scenario is well known today in the physical legacy network management, where OSS s
interoperate with OMC platforms provided by network systems manufacturers and not with net work
equipments directly. This scenario will remain in this new net work paradigm, being that the traditional
OMC platform providers will, in many cases, evolve to encapsulate all required functions to manage
VNFs provided by that manufacturer. This orc hestrating layering will not be a desirable situation but
will for sure be a reality.
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Figure 8 : Federated Service Functions Orchestration
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4. Solutions for NFV/SDN
4.1.

Operational Support Systems

It seems likely that the virtualization of network functions, its decoupling from the hardware and the
network that supports them, and even the intelligence and programmability of t he network itself
provided by SDN t echnologies will simplify some of the ac tual activities of OSS processes. For
example, it seems less important to allocate and keep track of every individual network resource used
by a customer s ervice, because the future highly intelligent and programmable networks will handle
that better. In some aspects this is similar to what happened when we changed from S DH or A TM
networks to IP/MPLS with its agile and sophisticated control plane.
On the other hand, we don´t expect a scenario where the network becomes a cloud with a soft ware
management system on top, presenting itself to t he OSS as a s oft ware int erface. We are considering
the scenario where network functions are spread across a net work of datacent ers and micro
datacent ers that are organized in a way that optimizes cost, customer experience, resilienc e, net work
load, etc. OSS will have to cope with this heterogeneous reality composed by several datacenters,
SDN net work s egments, physical network functions that will not be suitable for virtualization, and
legacy networks.
As expressed by Figure 9, to provide a service to a customer, several domains will have to work
together in an organized way that will have to be orchestrated by an entity that has an holi stic view of
all ecosystem. So it will be up to the OSS to design services composed by the combination of
resources provisioned over legacy networks, with network physical functions, and network virtual
functions distribut ed over several datacenters. The way these different components are chosen and
combined will be determinant to optimize operational costs and investment.

Figure 9 : Multi Domain Operations Management
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The service provision scenario, using OSS to configure network functions (either physical or virtual)
and IT functions, does not cover it all. To take full advantage of new NFV technologies, a NFV/SDN
enabled Servic e Provision Platform must be able to dynamically change the configuration, location
and chaining of services. This will enable the roaming of services, allowing the customer to take his
services with him wherever he goes. This will also enable the operat or to reorganize its net work on
the fly, as its customers start and stop consuming the services provided. For example, when a
premium customer starts using its service, we can move its network functions to the datacenter that is
closer to its location, if necessary we can move other (less privileged) clients to other (c heaper)
datacent ers. Or if a malfunction is detected in the data cent er infrastructure, it is necessary to
reallocate service functions to maintain service availability at contracted levels.
The only way to manage this incredible flexibility is to control it at the OSS layer, were we can have
the complete vision of the network, and of course this will put pressure on t he OSS ecosystem to act
in real time. Real time is not a new thing to OSS. We have already experimented and deployed
several OSS based real time solutions, supporting sell reconfigur ation use cases in support of
network self-healing and dynamic load management scenarios. The basic principle here is to collect in
near real time events from the net work, apply analytics algorit hms to identify the need for
reconfiguration and when needed to request the reconfiguration and/ or reallocation of service
functions and changes in the service chaining’s over several distinct technic al domains. As illustrated
in Figure 9, those are the requirements to be supported in near real time by a collaborative work of
the new NFV/SDN enabled Service Supervision and Service Provision platforms.
Another time related matter that must be tak en into account, is the time (and e ffort ) an operator has to
spend when it wants to add a new servic e to its portfolio. NFV is expected to increase tremendously
the pace at which new services are created and deployed. We must make sure t hat OSS layer is not
a constraint. For this, an new NFV/SDN enabled Service Cat alog& Inventory plat form must be able to
map customer facing services into the supporting technical c apabilities, being either physical net work
functions, virtual network functions or even an IT function, able define the functions c haining and able
to define the appropriat e policies (e. g., for self-reconfiguration, self-healing, …) to apply.
In this context, the new NFV enabled OSS must be a bridge bet ween the legacy network modeling
using TMForum SID, using CFSs and RFSs, and describing services in a very high level way, and the
world of NVF and S DN talking NE TCONF, YANG and OpenFlow, with very concrete and detailed
service definitions. Thos e are the challenges for the NFV/SDN enabled Service Catalog& Inventory.
All this potential for creating new servic es, and to shape them to meet the needs of every individual
customer is pointless if we do not provide a fast, easy, and user-friendly channel to the customer to
subscribe and to configure its services. Self-care portals provided by net work or datacenter solution
providers are usually not the best way to achieve that. They are confined to one technological
domain, and are usually not multi-plat form and difficult to integrate with corporative customer portals.
Integrating their configuration APIs directly represents the same problem. Once again, an operator
can take advantage of the abstraction provided by the OSS mediation layer, allowing it to configure
services that are supported on several net work and data center domains. These processes can be
built by integrating with the BSS layer for operations that have impact on the customer account, and
directly on the OSS for operations that only change net work configurations that are not relevant for
business processes, allowing flexibility, real time response, and agility on supporting new services.

4.2.

Network Control Functions

Network Control Solution and Service Platforms can leverage immensely from this NFV/SDN
movement as they will become more suitable to ans wer the challenges raised by nowadays
telecommunications market, namely: (a) ever increasing capacity needs mainly due to the ever growth
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in dat a traffic (by end-user or machine-t o-machine applications) and (b) better time-to-market, always
important for any operator that whishes to differentiat e from the competition.
Nevertheless, the traditional approach to this kind of systems does not immediately fit into the
requirements brought by the NFV/SDN architectures. Thus, the main challenges are:
1. Virtualization
2. Modular Architecture
3. Elasticity
With these 3 main characteristics, platforms are ready to cope with the novel architectural model we
envision has a clear focus on plat form automation and agility. By platform aut omation we understand
the capacity to set up an instance of a platform for a particular customer, without any human
intervention, and in short period of time (few minut es). By agility, we understand the c apability of a
platform to be flexible, growing when an increasing performance is required, and shrinking when the
current performance is not needed anymore, in order to free resources to other purposes (again, in a
few minut es).
According to our view, a plat form must appear to the outside world always the same way. Changes on
the level of performance must occur on-the-fly (with the platform running) and transparently to
external entities (e.g. customers ), without any service dis ruption.
rd

In this model, the scaling procedures are fully managed internally by the platform, simplifying the 3
rd
entities that interact with the plat form. Other solutions move the scaling burden to 3 parties, which
must accommodate the dynamicity on the number of plat form components.
In order to fit with the agility requirement, the internal plat forms’ architec ture must be organized in a
way it facilitates the scaling changes. Figure 10 depicts this model.
In this architecture, the plat form is organiz ed into multiple layers of functionality, which toget her build
up the overall service or control functionality. This model is very well-known from the past, and each
layer is commonly designated as tier. Platforms may have multiple tiers, depending on his particular
issues. The main concept is that each tier can be scaled-in or out, theoretically, till infinite, according
to the performance requirements for the platform at any moment. This model provides a very high
flexibility to make platforms growth and shrink.
Although the num ber of tiers is variable, 3-tiered archit ectures are very common, fitting many times to
(a) front -end, (b) core function and (c) database tiers; however, again, this is not fixed. In that case, it
is the core layer, typically the heaviest one, which is mor e suitable to be targeted for scaling. Of
course, the others may also be scaled if needed.
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Figure 10: Virtualization Architecture

Anytime a new component is added (scale -out), in any tier, the new components must be deployed
and configured. Also the surrounding environment (tiers) may need to be reconfigured, in order to
adapt to t he new dynamic plat form architecture. This job is performed by the
management/orc hestration layer, which decides whether a scale-in or scale-out must take place,
based essentially on the monitoring of the platform (service or infrastructure metrics).
To easy the management/orchestration task, it is important that tier components can be as stateless
as possible. This way, especially on scale-in procedures, there is no need to migrate the state of the
components to be removed, a task that could be really hard to implement.
At Altice Labs, we have products that work in this functional area namely: ip-Raft (PCRF and ANDSF);
ipTiller (AAA ); O2CS (OCS); WMS (IV R and MRF); and SE C (Enterprise Convergent Service). As
mentioned before, all these systems benefit from NFV/SDN architectures and are currently being
evolved towards this new network paradigm.
We recognize several advantages and opportunities for those systems:






ip-Raft and ip-Tiller – Thes e products (PCRF, A NDSF and AAA ) can benefit from the
envisioned architecture as they will be able to more easily cope with the needs to increase
capacity as data usage continues t o grow; improve the time-t o-market for new and more
complex configurations (e.g.: sponsor connectivity, IoT, Wi-Fi offload, etc.) and reduce the
operational costs of t he overall solution. Besides playing its usual role controlling individual
accesses, the PCRF and AAA can also be used in the control of the new Data Center
ecosystem.
O2CS – As the previous set of functions, the OCS does also provide a better adaptability for
increasing capacity needs; better time-to-market and reduced operational c osts when ready
for this new environment. The OCS can also play an important role in monetizing the usage of
the new Dat a Centers.
WMS and SEC – On the service platform side of this area, solutions (IV R, Enterprise
Convergent Servic e) will benefit from reduc ed operational costs and agility to cope with
increased demand. This evolution also provides these solutions a better suit for them to be
offered through S aaS models.
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4.3.

Network Access Functions

The Altice Labs GPON port folio presents the broadest and most scalable solution on the market today
offering net work service providers a flexible and c ost effective approach for passive optical net work
architectures. It is able to serve multiplay services over fiber access in terms of retail as well as
wholesale clients.
Initially based on complianc e wit h the ITU-T G.984.x (GPON) recommendation, the Altice Labs
solution is nowadays evolving towards next generation PON architectures as defined by the ITU-T
G.987.x (XG-PON1), ITU-T G.988.x (OMCI) and ITU-T G. 989.x (NG-PON2) recommendations, both
for the central office and the customer premises equipments. The ONT equipment solutions are
BBF.247 certified for multi-vendor OLT int eroperability.
Provisioning of broadband services on the Altice Labs GPON solution can be made from an Element
Management System using a SNMP or XML interface, or it can be pulled from an Auto Configuration
Server (A CS) through the TR-069 ONT Management and Control Interface (OMCI).
In the most common configuration of GPON, the OLT performs advanced layer 2 switching features,
including multicast IGMP snooping/proxying and DHCP relaying, while the ONT supports voice, video
and data services, with fixed and wireless interfaces and built -in routing features.
In order to allow for a rapid deployment of services, layer 2 tunneling features are supported so that
the customer broadcast domain can be extended to towards the operat or core network along with the
CPE intelligence, enabling operational cost reductions due to the usage of a simpler CPE
configuration with an inc reased lifecycle.
The figure below shows the access network architecture for a GPON scenario where tunneling is
used for the centralization and virtualization of lay er 3 network functions.

Figure 11: GPON-based Network Access Functions

The figure does not include the service provider support networks and nodes, responsible for the
network establishment and management, such as the DCN net work and DHCP server and ACS
nodes. The objective is to highlight that t he ONT equipments encapsulate the customer packets from
all physical (Ethernet) and logical (Wi-Fi SS ID) interfaces into a single layer 2 tunnel which is
transported through the service provider L2/L3 transport network.
The customer interfaces can be identified in t he tunnel by V LAN tags inserted by the ONT. It is
possible to envision that RA DIUS attributes used in customer 802.1x authentication may be used to
establish a finer grain of VLA N tagging by end c ustomer and not only by ONT interface. The ONT
performs the role of 802.1x Port Authentication Entity (PAE), while the OLT is completely transparent
to the tunnel contents.
Technologies used in tunneling can be soft-GRE, c urrently already supported in the Altice Labs ONT
equipments, or VxLAN in the future, to identify a higher number of flows than t he 4096 supported by
VLAN tagging.
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The tunneled traffic arrives at the data cent er carrying VLA N or VxLA N tag information that allows for
the typical ONT layer 3 functions such as NA T t o be t rans ferred from the ONT to a virtualization
infrastructure.
This architecture enables the service provider to develop and roll out innovative services with a fast
time to market becaus e now services became independent of the access network node feature
support.
The whole GPON configuration can be pulled off from the ACS, in what constitutes a simple and
scalable provisioning process. GPON provisioning will also not depend on the services supported by
virtualization, reducing the operational burden.
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5. vHGW Use-case
The virtualization of functions that are hosted today within costumers’ premis es can be of extreme
value, both to operators and consumers. From the operat ors’ perspective it can considerably reduce
operational costs (OPE X), including the introduction of new services and their maintenance, due to
the massive and distributed deployment. The operational gains can also affect the consumer as he
can easily outsource the operation of these functions. Moreover, gains in terms of capital expenditure
(CAPE X) can also be realized as traditional costumer equipment, such as IP routers, is amongst the
most capital-intensive portions of service provider infrastructure.
On the ent erprise market segment we are referring to functions such as: Enterprise Customer
Premises Equipment (CPE) / Enterprise Access Router (A R); Enterprise Firewall WAN Optimization
Cont roller (WOC); Security appliances (e.g. Intrusion Prevention System). On the residential market
segment we are referring to the home environment that typically includes the Home Gateway (HGW)
and the Set Top Box (S TB). Both types of devices host a set of net work functions, such as:



HGW - DHCP server, NA T, PPPoE client, Firewall, Parental control, port mapping, VPN
Server, etc;
STB - DLNA media server, Media cache, VOD client, etc.

The use-case herein described, illustrated in Figure 12, focus on the virtualization of the HGW
(vHGW).

Figure 12: vHGW Use-case Architecture

Since this use-case impacts multiple segments of the telco, the described architecture is split in the
following domains: i. customer, ii. access, iii. core, iv. DC PoPs and v. OSSs.
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5.1.

Customer, Access and Core Network
Segments

On the customer side, there is the home network access technologies (e.g. Wi-Fi and Ethernet), as
well as the end-user devices (e.g. smartphone, laptop, desktop PC and TV).
Interconnecting the customer premises and the telc o access net work is the physical HGW (pHGW).
This element resembles a L2 network bridge, containing the required basic net work functions to
support the home environment. Additionally, it also includes the GPON Optical Network Termination
(ONT), interconnected to the GPON Optical Line Terminal (OLT) a ggregator.
GPON-based access networks are connected to the telco core net work through an Access Router
(AR), which splits the switching from the routing domain. The latter provides access to the telco DC
PoPs-grid through a VxLAN-based tunneling mechanism to extend the customers broadcast domain
towards the DC PoP.

5.2.

vHGW Points-of-Presence

In this case, assuming that customer I and II premises are geogra phically spread, the customers
vHGWs are deployed in different DC (vHGW-I PoP-I and vHGW-II PoP-II). These P oPs include the
HGW VNFs that are moved from the pHGW to the vHGW, namely, virtual Firewall – vFW, virtual URL
Filtering / Parental Control – vURL Filter, virtual DHCP – vDHCP and virtual NA T – vNA T. The role of
the vDHCP within the DC PoP is to assign and manage IP addresses to the home devices.
Having the HGW network functions virtualized enables the selection of specific servic es to each home
devic e and user (e.g. fat her lapt op, son smartphone, etc.). This is achieved by chaining a specific set
of VNFs, in what is c ommonly known in the E TS I NFV t erminology, as a service chain. Data packets
are routed through the V NFs that compose the service chain by Open vS witch. The PoP Virtualized
Infrastructure Management (VIM) is realized through OpenStack. In what concerns the PoP net work
resources programmability, an SDN Cont roller, based on OpenDayLight, is in place.

5.3.

vNetwork Control Functions Point-ofPresence

The virtual network control functions from the telco are deployed in another DC PoP, represent ed in
Figure 12 as Virtual Net work Control Functions PoP-III.
The vAAA is a RADIUS-based authentication, authorization and accounting server for the pHGW. It is
responsible for notifying the multi-domain Service & Resource Manager (SRM) when the residential
user connects the pHGW. This will trigger the vHGW virtual environment provisioning (launch VMs
and VNFs) in the PoP, as well as the creation of the VxLA N tunnel towards the DC PoP.
The virt ualized Device AAA – vDev AAA, aut henticates/authorizes customer devices joining the
network (t riggered by the vDHCP), and persists all the information related with thes e (per HGW). It is
also the entity that notifies the SRM that a new de vice is attached and a servic e chain must be
configured in the PoP Open vS witch.
The virtualized Policy and Charging Rules Function (vPCRF) represented in Figure 12, is used to limit
and cont rol the HGWs QoS, based on a set of rules configured during the product acquisition.
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5.4.

Operational Support Systems (OSSs)

The S RM is responsible for orchestrating all the entities in the use -case. It manages the service
chains lifecycle procedures (on-boarding, instantiation, monitoring, scaling and t eardown) by
orchestrating:





Physical network elements (pHGW ONT, OLT, AR);
Virtualized network functions from the vHGW PoPs (vD HCP, vFW, vURL Filter and vNA T);
Virtualized net work functions from the Network Control Functions PoP (vHGW AAA, vDev
AAA and vP CRF);
PoPs virtualized infrastructure managers (VIMs) – compute and network.

In detail, when a new pHGW is connected (det ected through the vAAA), the S RM instantiates the
computational environment in the PoP through OpenStack, installs and configures the vHGW VNFs
and enforces the service chains in Open vS witch through OpenStack/OpenDayLight. It also
orchestrates the re-allocation of service chains to devices, triggered by the vHGW Service Portal, as
illustrated in Figure 12. The web portal is used by the residential users to manage the devices, as well
as to associate a service chain to each device.
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6. Conclusions
More than a trend or a hype, NFV and S DN paradigms will for sure be adopted by the
telecommunications industry. We can go furt her and say that NFV and S DN adoption will be major
transformation forces, driving the evolution of traditional Communication S ervice Providers to a new
generation of Digital Service Providers, emerging over a new generation of Service Platforms.
The new generation Service Platforms will have in its core a “net work of Data Centers”, where the
vast majority of servic e functionality will reside. Being t he access networks a valuable asset inherited
by the Telco operat ors, this new generation Service Platform will be complemented with managed
access connectivity being this a considerable differentiating factor when comparing with Internet
players.
The new generation Service Platforms will boost the speed, agility and flexibility for new digital
services c reation and, at the same time, will furnish the means to dynamic ally control, in near real
time, the configuration and topology of the servic e functions, managing effectively service loads,
service quality levels and service affecting anomalies. In the end, the ultimate purpose is to achieve
unmatched levels of operational efficiency and augment significantly the end customer experience.
From the Operations Support point of view, the adoption of NFV and SDN will bring a new set of
requirements, related mainly with new needs for dynamicity and real time management of new service
functions and sustaining infrastructure. Those requirements do not demand new process domains but
will impose significant changes in the current Operations Support, Fulfillment and Assurance
processes. Traditional OSS suppliers must accommodate those requirements in the roadmap of its
OSS platforms or they will become obsolete and unable to fit in the new Digital Services Generation.
In t he past years the c ommunications industry over discussed about “B ecoming a Dumb Pipe” vs.
“Competing with t he Internet Players (OTT’s)”. This subject is no longer relevant. The question is not
anymore about becoming a connectivity provider in the lower end of the value chain, is about evolving
of disappearing. Ignoring NFV/S DN is a fast track for being out of business. Adopting NFV/SDN may
be the way to enter the Digit al Services game, a game mastered by the Internet giants.
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8. Acronyms
AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

ANDSF

Access Network Discovery and Selection Function

AR

Access Router

BSS

Business Support Systems

CAPE X

Capit al Expendit ure

CPE

Customer Premises Equipment

DC

Data Center

EPC

E volved Packet Core

GPON

Gigabit Passive Optical Network

GRE

Generic Routing Enc apsulation

IMS

IP Multimedia Subsystem

IP

Internet Protocol

ITF

Virtual IT Function

MANO

Management & Orchestration

NFV

Network Functions Virtualization

NFVI

Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure

NFVO

Network Functions Virtualization Orchestrator

OLT

Optical Line Terminal

ONT

Optical Net work Termination

OPE X

Operational Expenditure

OSS

Operations Support Systems

PCRF

Policy & Charging Rules Function

PNF

Physical Network Function

PoP

Point of Presence

SDN

Software-Defined Networking

VIM

Virtualized Infrastructure Management

vHGW

Virtual Home Gateway

VNFM

Virtual Network Functions Manager

SRM

Multi-domain Servic e & Resource Manager

STB

Set Top Box

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

VNF

Virtual Network Function

VxLAN

Virtual Extensible Local Area Net work

WOC

WAN Optimization Controller
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